Payments
Integration
Offer your members a safe and easy way to pay for
goods and services. FLEX partners with Beyond
Payments making the member payment experience
seamless.
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Seamless Transactions
The complicated world of accepting card payments can seem overwhelming. For this reason,
FLEX has partnered with Beyond, a leading provider in the payments industry. Integration with
Beyond Payments provides credit unions with the ability to process card payments in-branch
and over the phone for loan payments, account funding, in collection scenarios and more all
within the FLEX core system.
Our aim is to help make the member payment experience as seamless as possible. Integration
with Beyond meets this objective and creates new efficiencies for our credit unions. Every step of
the payment process can be performed within the FLEX core system.
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Simple Process
The process within FLEX is simple and straight forward. FLEX auto-generates fees based on
minimum amounts or a percentage of the transaction amount. Card information can be entered
by the user, while member information is automatically populated within FLEX.

Committed to Payment Security
FLEX and Beyond are equally committed to adhering to the highest security standards.
Beyond is a Participating Organization of the PCI Security Standards Council (PCI-SSC), an open
global forum that is responsible for ongoing enhancement, dissemination, and implementation
of security standards for payment cardholder data.
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FLEX is cohesively designed, developed and supported from our corporate offices
in Sandy, Utah. FLEX relentlessly pursues a standard of excellence for efficiency,
automation, client support and VALUE through the deployment of operational
simplicity over the management of information. Collectively, these attributes have
made FLEX the credit union industry?s largest single sourced privately-held core
provider.
If your credit union is entertaining a core system change, we are most confident
that you will find FLEX to be uniquely innovative and . . .

Sim ply Bet t er .

